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melting in the asthenosphere
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INTRODUCTION
The seismic low-velocity zone (LVZ), beginning at a depth of ~80 km
within Earth’s mantle, has several important characteristics that may
provide crucial clues to the fundamental physics of plate tectonics and
mantle dynamics: (i) The seismic velocities decrease with depth within
the LVZ, which is uncharacteristic of crystalline silicates as we know
in the elastic regime. (ii) Globally, the LVZ exhibits maximum seismic
anisotropy in the mantle, with the exception of the D″ layer. (iii) The
LVZ is associated with a significant reduction in the seismic quality
factor (Q). (iv) Electrical conductivity measurements report a marked
increase in the LVZ. The origin of the LVZ has been under considerable debate in recent years. Although some authors argue that the LVZ
may originate primarily from the decrease in elastic properties of solid
peridotite under temperature conditions close to the solidus, without
the involvement of partial melting (1–4) [hereafter referred to as the null
hypothesis (2)], others mainly attribute its existence to the presence of
small amounts of partial melt (5–10) (the partial melt hypothesis).
Because the presence of melt significantly reduces the viscosity of rock
aggregates (11) and modifies the compositions of the remaining
crystals (12), the two hypotheses will lead to fundamentally different
interpretations of the dynamics of plate tectonics (13).
Petrological analyses suggest that melts can remain gravitationally
stable in the LVZ beneath the oceanic lithosphere (7, 12, 14) but only
if the degree of partial melting does not exceed 0.1 to 0.2% in regions
away from mid-ocean ridges. However, such low-degree partial
melting, along with the experimentally observed wetting dihedral
angles in basaltic melt (25° to 40°) (15), appears incompatible with
the observed seismic velocity anomalies in the LVZ, which would
require several percentages of partial melting. This has been used to
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support the null hypothesis (1–4). The arguments for this latter hypothesis assume that a melt phase is an unreactive component that can be
accounted for by simple volume averaging, concluding that small
amounts of melt do not have a large effect on seismic velocities. However, it is well known that melt microstructures (geometry of the melt
pockets) and mobility play critical roles in modifying the physical and
chemical properties of partially molten mineral assemblages (11, 16, 17).
Both parameters are largely controlled by the composition of the mineral assemblage, the degree of partial melting, and the melt-solid
dihedral angle (18). Earlier studies showed that, for a given composition,
melts with complete wetting properties (that is, low dihedral angles)
have significantly greater effects on the elastic wave velocities and seismic attenuation (19, 20). These observations are used to support the
partial melt hypothesis. The wetting behavior of the most geologically
relevant basaltic melts is reported to produce a widespread network of
melt upon partial melting, at pressures below 1 GPa (15). Because of experimental difficulties, the dynamic interaction between partial melts
and the solid matrix under relevant mantle conditions (pressures at
several gigapascals) has only begun to be explored (21).
The recent discovery of volcanism on ancient oceanic lithosphere
(petit-spot volcanoes) (22–25) provides strong support for the partial
melting hypothesis of the LVZ. The very young [generally <10 million
years ago (Ma)] volcanic activities on old (ca. >100 Ma) oceanic plates
indicate that fresh melts can segregate and erupt below the oceanic
lithosphere, in regions far away from mid-ocean ridges. The depleted
heavy rare-earth elements in petit-spot lavas indicate that the magma
was derived from the garnet-bearing mantle, suggesting a source
deeper than ~90 km (26), consistent with depths of the LVZ. Although
seismic anisotropy of the LVZ appears to be consistent with both
lattice-preferred orientation due to tectonic flow (4) in the null hypothesis and shape-preferred orientation of melt pockets (10) in the partial
melt hypothesis, only the latter is capable of providing the needed
source of fresh melt. Here, we report the results of a combined ultrasonic velocity and attenuation measurement at high pressure and high
temperature to test the partial melt hypothesis in a dry olivine plus
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The low-velocity zone (LVZ) is a persistent seismic feature in a broad range of geological contexts. It coincides
in depth with the asthenosphere, a mantle region of lowered viscosity that may be essential to enabling plate
motions. The LVZ has been proposed to originate from either partial melting or a change in the rheological
properties of solid mantle minerals. The two scenarios imply drastically distinct physical and geochemical states,
leading to fundamentally different conclusions on the dynamics of plate tectonics. We report in situ ultrasonic
velocity measurements on a series of partially molten samples, composed of mixtures of olivine plus 0.1 to
4.0 volume % of basalt, under conditions relevant to the LVZ. Our measurements provide direct compressional (VP)
and shear (VS) wave velocities and constrain attenuation as a function of melt fraction. Mantle partial melting
appears to be a viable origin for the LVZ, for melt fractions as low as ~0.2%. In contrast, the presence of volatile
elements appears necessary to explaining the extremely high VP/VS values observed in some local areas. The presence
of melt in LVZ could play a major role in the dynamics of plate tectonics, favoring the decoupling of the plate relative
to the asthenosphere.
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basalt system (see Materials and Methods for more details). Our data
provide new experimental evidence under relevant pressure and temperature conditions of the LVZ, supporting the partial melt hypothesis.

RESULTS
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Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope backscattered electron images
showing melt distribution in samples. (A) Pure SC olivine. (B) 0.1%
MORB. (C) 0.5% MORB. (D) 1% MORB. (E) 2% MORB. (F) 4% MORB. Black
lines on the images are cracks developed during quenching and decompression. Note that the thickness of melt films at the grain boundaries
increases with increasing melt fraction (φ) from 0.5 to 4.0% (C to F).
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Effects of partial melt on VP, VS, and Q
We kept the temperature at 1623 K for up to 1 hour while continuously measuring VP and VS. In all experiments, VP and VS remained
constant (Fig. 2 and table S1), within the uncertainties (±0.08 km·s−1
for VP and ±0.05 km·s−1 for VS), with no detectable effects or change
in sample microstructure and melt texture during the experiments.
During the increase in temperature up to the melting point of the
MORB (1573 K), all samples exhibit similar VP and VS within uncertainties (Fig. 2). Both VP and VS decrease slightly upon heating, as a
consequence of the general decrease of bulk and shear moduli with
temperature. These observations and the velocity data are consistent
with previous velocity measurements on melt-free SC olivine aggregates
(29). Once the melting of MORB is achieved, both VP and VS decrease
sharply, with magnitudes of velocity decrease increasing with volume
fraction of MORB in the sample (Fig. 3A). The magnitude of decrease
is more pronounced in VS than in VP.
For all the compositions, amplitudes of both P- and S-wave echoes
(Fig. 4) do not change significantly up to 1573 K. For SC olivine and
0.1% MORB samples, the amplitude of velocity echoes remains constant up to the highest investigated temperature of 1623 K. For samples
with higher melt fractions (0.5, 1, 2, and 4% MORB), heating from 1573
to 1623 K results in a marked decrease in the amplitude of the P- and Swave echoes by 8, 17, 17, and 17% for P waves and 22, 32, 47, and 50%
for S waves, respectively. The variation is particularly pronounced for
VS, with a drop of 50% (compared to 17% for VP) for the 4% MORB
sample.
The decrease of amplitudes is related to the scattering of acoustic
waves at the solid-liquid interfaces. P- and S-wave attenuations are
assessed through the seismic quality factor (Q), which is proportional
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Fig. 2. P-wave (50 MHz) and S-wave (30 MHz) velocities as a function
of increasing temperature, from 1273 to 1623 K (left part of the
graph), and as a function of time at a constant temperature of 1623
K (right side of the graph), for the six compositions investigated in
this study.
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Experimental procedure
Sound velocities of six different presynthesized polycrystalline samples
were studied, including pure San Carlos (SC) olivine and SC olivine
mixed with additional 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 volume % of natural
mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB). The SC olivine sample is melt-free
(Fig. 1A). In the sample with 0.1% MORB, melt pockets, observed after
quenching from synthesis, are exclusively concentrated at triple junctions, and most grain boundaries are melt-free (Fig. 1B). For the sample
with 0.5% MORB (Fig. 1C), the melt is distributed as a network on
grain boundaries and occupies the triple junctions (27). Samples with
higher MORB fractions exhibit more MORB across SC olivine grain
boundaries (Fig. 1, D to F).
In situ travel time measurements of ultrasonic sound waves through
the sintered aggregates were performed at 2.5 GPa up to 1623 K, which
is higher than the melting temperature of the MORB component. Highpressure and high-temperature conditions were generated using the
1000-ton Kawai-type multianvil module (28) at the 13-ID-D beamline
of GeoSoilEnviroCARS (GSECARS) at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS). Energy-dispersive x-ray diffraction was used to determine sample pressure and to verify the sample state. Radiographic imaging was

used to determine sample lengths in situ, yielding quantitative determination of sound velocities from the travel time measurements (see
Materials and Methods for more details).
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Fig. 3. Dependence of seismic properties on melt fraction. (A and B) Dependence of (A) VP and VS and (B) 100/Q on melt fraction. Open symbols are
the experimental data and curves are the associated fits. In addition to our experimental results and their fits (thick curves), modeled velocities (thin curves)
that include the anelastic effects expected for the seismic waves at high temperatures are reported in (A), using a values (from 0.2 to 0.4 shown in the graph)
covering the entire range that was previously observed (30). In (B), the solid green triangles represent additional data from torsional experiments (17).
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Fig. 4. P-wave (50 MHz) and S-wave (30 MHz) echoes recorded at 2.4 to
2.5 GPa for the six studied compositions. Black and red curves are signals
at temperatures of 1573 and 1623 K, respectively. For SC olivine and 0.1%
MORB, black and red curves completely overlap. Both P- and S-wave echoes
(~100-ns time interval) were normalized with respect to the maximum amplitude of the echo from the buffer rod (BR) under the same pressuretemperature conditions.



Ampecho1
to the attenuation factor (100/Q): 100=Q ¼ 100= 2p dAmp
, with
dAmp = Ampecho1 − Ampecho2, where Ampecho1 and Ampecho2 are
the respective amplitudes of the first and second echoes from the sample (see Materials and Methods for more details). Significant attenuation
is detected for samples with MORB fraction φ ≥ 0.5%, and increasing
MORB melt fraction raises the associated 100/QS values (Fig.3B). We fit
the evolution of 100/QS as a function of φ using a logarithmic function,
which reproduces the asymptotic trend for φ ≥ 2% very well. The value
of 100/QS is 9 to 10 for VS with 4 volume % of MORB.
Correction of VP, VS, and Q to seismic frequencies
To extrapolate our experimental measurements performed at megahertz
frequencies to velocities at seismic frequencies, one must consider the
effects of anelasticity on the velocities. Anharmonic effects, which affect
thermal expansivity, generally involve no energy loss and are insensitive
Chantel et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1600246
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to the frequency of elastic waves. When the frequency (w) of an elastic
wave is comparable to, or shorter than, the characteristic frequency of
relaxation, significant relaxation occurs, thereby affecting elastic wave
velocities (30, 31). Such anelastic effects on seismic velocities can be
expressed using VP, VS, QP, and QS, from our experiments, with an empirical parameter a, which describes the frequency dependence of the
quality factor (Q º wa) (31). Because of the low amount of melt expected for the mantle, we estimate seismic anelastic attenuation using
the values of a reported for polycrystalline olivine (30).
It is usually assumed that for pure solids, dispersion effects are
small up to megahertz frequencies (18), such that ultrasonic measurements yield relaxed velocities. On the other hand, many silicate melts
have very high absorption in this frequency range, and signals are seriously attenuated over a distance as small as 2 mm (32, 33). Nevertheless,
a previous study (32) showed that the echo overlap technique, also used
in our study, is suitable for high-Q melts, such as MORB. The minimum value of Q that was observed in pure silicate melts was 2.5, and the
errors in the absorption calculations, even in this extreme case, were
only 4% (32). However, in the referred study, multiple acoustic echoes
were used to constrain Q (32). Here, we can observe only two subsequent echoes, which could significantly increase uncertainties. On the
other hand, torsional experiments show that the superposition of
melt-related dissipation results in nearly frequency-independent attenuation across the teleseismic frequency band (17). These torsional experimental data (17), performed on similar aggregates with various melt
fractions, perfectly match the trend presented in Fig. 3B. Thus, it appears that assuming a much larger uncertainty of 10 to 20% in our measurements will not change the general trend in Fig. 3B: Most Q changes
occur at very low melt fractions (~<2%); above 2%, there is only a modest
further increase in 100/Q.

DISCUSSION
Properties of partially molten rocks strongly depend on the grain-scale
melt distribution. A major controlling parameter is the equilibrium
dihedral angle (q), which changes with composition of the melt
(26). Here, the samples were treated under identical experimental
conditions [2.5 (±1) GPa and 1623 K], with MORB content varying
slightly in the SC olivine matrix; thus, it can be safely assumed that q
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Fig. 5. Empirical profiles, calculated for various melt fractions, compared to seismic profiles. (A) VP/VS ratio as a function of melt compared
to global earth models (39–41, 68) and regional seismic profiles (42, 43), for
an anelasticity attenuation factor a = 0.26. (B) Reported seismic profiles of
attenuation compared with empirical profiles calculated for melt fractions
ranging from 0 to 0.5%, based on our experimental results and for an anelasticity attenuation factor a = 0.26. Global seismic models (35–37, 39–41)
and regional seismic profiles (69, 70). The nonlinear evolution of 100/QS as
a function of φ is due to the logarithmic fitting used (Fig. 3B).

fractions of 0.1 to 0.5%. To reach values as high as 2.5 to 2.77, as reported in some local seismic studies (42, 43), unrealistic melt fractions
of 10 to 20% are required. An alternative explanation of these unusually
high VP/VS regions would be the enrichment of volatiles (such as CO2
and/or H2O) that would change the wetting properties of the melt.
Figure 5B shows that most seismic models give 100/QS values on
the order of 1, which can also be explained well by partial melt with a
melt fraction between 0.1 and 0.2%. Some controversial local models,
such as the very high values of 100/QS of 5.5 (34), may require greater
volatile contents in the LVZ.
Considering electrical conductivity data for the LVZ, experimental
results (44) show that ~1% basalt melt in olivine is required to increase
the electrical conductivity by one order of magnitude (from ~10−2.2 to
~0.1 S/m), in dry systems. Electrical conductivity has not been carefully
considered in previous analyses, especially in papers supporting the
“null hypothesis” (2, 4). Those studies (2, 4) critique the partial melt
hypothesis, but they neglected electrical conductivity in their arguments
for the null hypothesis: the null hypothesis cannot explain the observed
electrical conductivity anomaly. However, small amounts of volatiles,
such as CO2 or H2O, can significantly increase electrical conductivity
(44–47). A previous study (47) shows that a combination of 200–parts
per million (ppm) H2O and 200-ppm CO2 (distributed in the melt
and very similar to the 165-ppm CO2 in our study) can produce electrical conductivity anomaly by a factor of 10 at 1523 to 1623 K, with 0.1
to 0.2% partial melt. The range of partial melt inferred from the present
study is also consistent with those of conductivity models. A combination of our study plus electrical conductivity investigation (47) provides
extremely strong support for the partial melt hypothesis.
In summary, experimentally determined velocities, VP/VS ratio,
and attenuation 100/QS of rock assemblies consisting of solid SC olivine and molten basalt can all be compared directly with seismological
observations of the LVZ, after correcting anelastic effects. The inferred
amounts of partial melt, at 0.1 to 0.3% levels, are also consistent with
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remains constant for all experiments. Our acoustic velocity and attenuation
measurements show a gradual change in the melt distribution as a
function of melt fraction (Fig. 3, A and B). When melt fraction is lower
than 0.001 (0.1% MORB), grain boundaries are melt-free (Fig. 1B);
hence, the effect of melt on the sound velocities is negligible (fig. S2).
When melt fraction is higher (φ > 0.1%), wave propagation is affected
by melt-wetted boundaries of olivine grains, resulting in lower velocities.
As previously reported in the simple binary system composed of NaCl +
H2O (20), compressional and shear velocities exhibited a drop of 9.5 and
13.5%, respectively, compared to the solid assemblage, when 3.3% of melt
(H2O in that study) was present. Meanwhile, attenuation increased by 37
and 48% for 100/QP and 100/QS, respectively. Similar behavior is
observed in our samples. If we interpolate the results from the present
study to 3.3 volume % of MORB, we estimate velocity drops of 13.7%
for DVP and 24.9% for DVS, and the attenuation, 100/QP and 100/QS,
increases by 12.3 and 29.3%, respectively, compared to the solid SC
olivine sample. These similarities between the two very different
systems confirm that a small amount of melt can significantly affect
the elastic and anelastic properties of partially molten materials.
In the LVZ, velocity reductions are approximately 2% for VP and
from 5 to 8% for VS, with attenuation increasing by a factor of 3 or
more (34–37). The depth of the upper LVZ boundary, approximately
the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary, has recently been refined by
compiling teleseismic data at two observatories to be ~80 km (10).
Waveform modeling indicates an abrupt reduction of the shear wave
velocity by ~7 to 8% (10). To enable a quantitative comparison between
our experimental measurements and the seismological features, some
major factors must be taken into consideration: (i) At the high frequencies used in our experiments, the material remains unrelaxed and therefore appears stiffer, giving higher velocity values. In contrast, seismic
frequencies are much lower, allowing the material to relax, hence
yielding lower velocities. As discussed above, however, the difference
between experimental and mantle velocities can be modeled using the
anelastic attenuation factor (a). (ii) In our experiments, the solid phase
is olivine, as opposed to a peridotitic mixture of minerals in the upper
mantle. Thus, VP and VS corresponding to 0% melt are intrinsically different, making a direct comparison difficult between experimental and
seismic VP and VS (see fig. S3). Still, relative changes in seismic properties due to the presence of melt should be comparable in the two
systems (olivine plus MORB in the laboratory versus peridotitic plus
partial melt in the LVZ). For a range of values of a, the seismic velocities are well matched by melt fractions of 0.1 to 0.3% and 0.2 to 0.4%
for VP and VS, respectively, based on our experimental data (fig. S3).
Because P- and S-wave velocities have different sensitivities to partial
melt, temperature, and composition, a combination of VP and VS provides more insight into mantle physical state than either VP or VS
alone. In particular, VS is more sensitive to the presence of melt than
VP (while being similarly sensitive to composition and temperature);
hence, the VP/VS ratio can provide additional constraints to probe the
mantle state and distinguish regions of partial melt. Although major
minerals of the LVZ (olivine, garnets, and pyroxenes) show relatively
low VP/VS ratios [values generally ranging from 1.7 to 1.8 (38)], melt
fractions between 0 and 0.5% are consistent with high VP/VS ratios
of global seismic models of the LVZ [PREM (39), IASP91 (40), and
Ak135 (41)], for a broad range of a values (Fig. 5A). Our predicted
VP/VS ratio increases rapidly with increasing melt fraction (from 1.8 to
2.2 for φ from 0.1 to 4%; see Fig. 5A). Most seismic models give VP/VS
ratios from 1.8 to 1.9 for the LVZ which is consistent with melt
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Starting material
We conducted velocity measurements on six different polycrystalline
samples, including pure SC olivine (<100-ppm H2O) and SC olivine
with additional 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 volume % of natural MORB.
Basalt was collected at a 2800-m depth during the Searise-1 research
cruise and contains 2700 ppm of H2O and 165 ppm of CO2 (56). The
melt fraction of the sample was controlled by the amount of MORB
mixed with SC olivine. The MORB glass and the inclusion-free, handpicked SC olivine crystals were crushed and reduced to fine-grain
powders (<63 mm), and these powders were then mixed with predetermined weight proportions to obtain a solid-plus-melt system with a
controlled melt fraction. The powder mixtures were ground with ethanol in an agate mortar for 1 to 2 hours and dried, ensuring the
homogeneity of the starting mixture.
Samples were hot-pressed into a cylindrical shape at 3 GPa and
1273 K for 2 hours, using a 1500-ton split-sphere multianvil apparatus
at the Laboratoire Magmas et Volcans. The top and bottom surfaces
of each sample were polished and analyzed using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) to determine purity and grain size, which was found
to be <50 mm. We also measured the density of the samples using the
Archimedes immersion method and confirmed that the sintered
samples had almost zero porosity.
Synthetic samples for ultrasonic wave propagation velocity measurement must satisfy the following conditions to produce strong acoustic
reflections with high signal-to-noise ratio during ultrasonic wave propagation measurements. According to Mason and McSkimin (57), the
Chantel et al. Sci. Adv. 2016; 2 : e1600246
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attenuation of a propagated wave depends on grain size a and wavelength l; the larger the grain size, the higher the attenuation. In
addition, if the sample has large grain sizes, crystals in the sample will
tend to form a preferred orientation, making the sample anisotropic.
Liebermann et al. (58) showed that the ratio l/a must exceed 2. In
our study, 2.7 (20 MHz) < l/a < 8 (60 MHz). These l/a values are
the lower bound, as SEM analyses showed that the actual average grain
size is <50 mm, leading to higher l/a ratio values. According to Birch
(59), the length/diameter aspect ratio (l/d) of the specimen should not
exceed 0.5 for reliable P-wave measurements. Larger values of l/d will
seriously affect recorded acoustic signals due to boundary reflections.
Here, l ≈ 0.8 mm and d ≈ 2 mm; hence, l/d ≈ 0.4. Finally, previous
studies (60, 61) show that, depending on the relationship between the
sample diameter and the wavelength of the elastic waves propagating
through the sample, the measured P-wave velocity can be that of longitudinal waves in an infinite medium VPM, in a plate VPPL, or in a thin
rod VPR. To warrant that the measured velocity in our sound velocity
propagation studies is indeed VPM, the ratio d/l must not fall below 2.4.
For our samples, 5 (20 MHz) < d/l< 15 (60 MHz).
Effects of potential volatiles partitioning from the melt into the
olivine aggregate, which tend to affect the bulk velocities and Q values of the sample, should be small. Considering an exchange of water
between the basaltic melt and olivine, occurring after melting in the
sample containing the maximum MORB content (4 volume %), using a
partitioning coefficient DH2OOl/melt = 0.002 (62), the water content in
the olivine aggregate will increase by less than 0.3 ppm. This is negligible
considering the initial water content (<100 ppm) in the olivine crystals.
A previous study (63) showed that the H2O contents must be >10 ppm
to have an observable change in velocities and Q values. The fact that
no velocity change was observed [after being kept at high pressure and
high temperature for 1 hour (before melting)] also indicates that there
was no volatile exchange between olivine and MORB, at least in the
solid state.
Equilibrium melt textures in olivine-basalt systems have been investigated in a number of previous studies (27, 46, 64). In the equilibrium
state, dominant melt geometries are grain boundary melt films and
triple-junction networks (27) or ellipsoidal discs (64). Here, the melt
composition remained constant at fixed pressure and temperature
(2.5 GPa and 1623 K). Also, the relatively constant velocity upon the
melting of MORB components suggests that melt fraction did not increase with time because an increase of melt fraction would result in a
decrease of velocity.
Synchrotron experiments
In situ travel time measurements of ultrasonic sound waves through
the sintered, polycrystalline aggregates were performed at 2.5 GPa up
to 1623 K. High-pressure and high-temperature conditions were
generated using the 1000-ton Kawai-type T-25 multianvil module (28)
at the 13-ID-D beamline of GSECARS at the APS. Energy-dispersive
x-ray diffraction was used to determine the sample pressure and verify
the sample state. In all of the experiments, we clearly observed the
diffraction peaks typical of our sample and not a broad band of diffuse
scattering as described previously elsewhere (65). This is due to the degree of partial melting that remained low at all experimental conditions
performed in this study. Simultaneously, we acquired radiographic
images for the determination of the sample lengths, yielding accurate
quantitative determination of sound velocities from the travel time
measurements.
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petrological observations (12) as well as current electrical conductivity
models (47). Thus, we conclude that low–melt-fraction partial melt remains a viable physical origin for the LVZ.
The LVZ, if indeed originated from partial melt, will be the layer
with the lowest viscosity values of the mantle (48). Perhaps not coincidentally, Sakamaki et al. (49) show that for basaltic melts, viscosity
decreases with depth and melt mobility peaks in the asthenosphere.
The relative motion of the rigid plates over the rheologically weak
asthenosphere imposes shear deformation in the LVZ, forming laminated lithologies and aligned melt accumulations [LLAMAs (50, 51)],
which further weakens the LVZ, thereby decoupling the lithosphere
from the underlying mantle (52, 53). Shearing in the melt-rich layer
causes melt segregation and stress concentrations that facilitate continuous reconstitution of the LVZ and the formation of dikes, which, in
turn, are responsible for intraplate volcanism (54, 55).
Geodynamic models suggest that the coupling strength between
tectonic plates and the underlying mantle is inversely proportional to
the viscosity in the LVZ (50), and plate boundaries and plate tectonics
are controlled by lateral heterogeneities in the lithosphere-LVZ decoupling (54). Melt migration is an effective way of generating lateral heterogeneities in the lithosphere-LVZ coupling/decoupling cycle. After
losing the melt in the LLAMAs through volcanic activities, the LVZ will
become more viscous, and plate motion will slow down, or even stop,
until laterally passive mantle upwelling refuels melt in the LVZ to introduce new LLAMAs again (54). This may be a controlling factor for
the Wilson cycle, which addresses the evolution with the geological
time of the plate motions, from opening at mid-oceanic ridges to contraction at the subduction zones.
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Ultrasonic measurements
The experimental setup used for in situ ultrasonic measurements on
partially molten samples is the same as previously described (65). The
10° Y-cut LiNbO3 piezoelectric transducer was attached to the back of
the WC anvil using high-temperature epoxy resin. The resonant frequency of the transducer is 50 MHz for compressional waves (P waves)
and 30 MHz for shear waves (S waves). Electrical signals of sine waves
of 20 to 60 MHz (three cycles) with a Vpeak-to-peak of 1 V were generated
using an arbitrary waveform generator and were converted to P and
S waves by the transducer. Elastic waves propagated through the
anvil, BR, and samples and were reflected back at the anvil-BR,
BR-sample, and sample-BM interfaces. The reflected elastic waves
were converted back to electrical signals by the transducer and amplified by a 40-dB preamplifier with a bandwidth of 0.2 to 40 MHz
before being captured by a digital oscilloscope at a sampling rate of
5 × 109 samples per second. The high amplitude of the input signal
used a directional bridge to avoid damaging the oscilloscope. Uncertainties in sound velocities are estimated to be 2%, which come
mainly from the uncertainties in sample length measurements. We applied various frequencies from 20 to 60 MHz to examine the frequency
dependence of velocities.
To determine Q, we first normalized both P- and S-wave echoes
with respect to the maximum amplitude of the echo from the BR under
the same pressure-temperature conditions. Then, we used the amplitude
of the signals from the sample, corresponding to the first and second
echo generated at the sample-BM interface, Ampecho1 and Ampecho2,
respectively (fig. S4).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/2/5/e1600246/DC1
fig. S1. Schematic drawing of the cell assembly used in the multianvil experiments.
fig. S2. Reduction of S- and P-wave velocities as a function of melt fraction.
fig. S3. Seismic profiles of VP, VS, and 100/QS compared with empirical profiles, calculated for
various melt fractions, based on the experimental results from this study and for an
anelasticity attenuation factor a = 0.26 (30).
fig. S4. Ultrasonic signal recorded at 30 MHz.
table S1. Experimental conditions and the results.
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